The purpose of this brief report is to determine the modification of equatorial waves of an ocean or atmosphere by the imposition of two infinite zonal walls. The region of interest lies within 30øS to 30øN. The geometry of two infinite zonal walls is relevant to numerical models in which walls are introduced along circles of latitude and possibly to the Caroline Basin (in the western Pacific). The numerical calculations agree with analytic solutions in the asymptotic limit.
INTRODUCTION

When separability of the form
The analysis of equatorial waves utilizing linearized equations for inviscid, adiabatic, and hydrostatic flow on an unbounded beta plane was developed by Matsuno [1966] for the atmosphere and Moore [1968] for the ocean. This report concerns the effect of the location of two infinite zonal walls upon equatorial waves. The case of a single zonal wall, a case relevant to the Gulf of Guinea, has been studied by Philander [1977] and Hickie [1977] . The case of two zonal walls is relevant to numerical models in which walls (coasts) are introduced along circles of latitude [Koss, 1967; Mak, 1969] and possibly to the Caroline Basin (in the western Pacific). Here we consider a channel of varying width which is symmetric about the equator in the domain 30øS to 30øN. 
where the separation constant is K. Equation (6) is Weber's equation, and (7) can be rewritten as Monitoring the ratio of the value of the n + 1 term to the nth term and the change in the value of the summation as the upper limit of the summation was increased, it was found that The effect of moving coasts to higher latitudes upon the meridional wave numbers is indicated in Table 2 The solution of the infinite half-plane problem [Philander, 1977; Hickie, 1977] agrees with the present solution when one wall is fixed at the equator and the other is moved to a high latitude.
